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The list of unjustly neglected American composers is a long and winding road, spanning from the colonial William Billings 

to the present, and encompassing nearly every homegrown composer whose name isn’t Gershwin or Bernstein. 

The Spektral Quartet has made its mark in large part by performing music of living American composers. But the 

enterprising ensemble has also championed choice repertoire of the past—as with last season’s cycle of Schoenberg 

quartets and, especially, the Chicago debut of Morton Feldman’s six-hour Quartet No. 2 last year. 

A major work on the program was Tonia Ko’s Plain, Air. Spektral premiered this environmentally minded commission 

three weeks ago in an outdoor performance at the north suburban Openlands Lakeshore Preserve. 

In her engaging spoken introduction, the composer outlined the five-movement work and how she took her inspiration 

from sounds of nature, animals and the enivoronment, as well as “our embodied experience of the great outdoors.” 

The first section (“processional/soundwalk”) was substantially revised, said Ko, for the vastly different indoor acoustic of 

Rockefeller. Cellist Rolen remained seated on stage while his three colleagues fanned out to the back of the hall. With 

one string player in each aisle, aided by some discreet electronic backing, the three players performed isolated taps and 

rapping sounds on their instruments, leading to skittering, contrasted pizzicatos as they slowly walked up the aisles to 

join Rolen on stage. 

Ko’s music then proceeded to longer notes and phrases, notably a long cello melody played with warmth by Rolen. The 

ensuing section (“on the plains”) offers more expansive music in the spare, simple lines. Off-kilter phrases and irregular 

metres paint “capricious breezes” in the ensuing “in the air” section. 

Tonia Ko is clearly a gifted young composer with an ear for striking timbres and unique sonorities; her music is 

compelling in its often spare, concentrated expression. 
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